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Note: Mini Drip Edge & cut out near rubber seal is
not required
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lnstallation instructions for slides with lower skirting
& T molding extending below the floor line.

for this style.
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1) Pre-seal

as needed w/ quality clear sealant around
any voids (cracks/spaces) in the area, and around end

of track and T molding. Do not use a silicone product,
as the two sided tape or other sealants will not stick
to silicone! Smooth flat w/ finger.
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2)

Determine the correct tength of your main Drip Edge & trim as needed. Measure complete opening the product
is to cover & add an additionat 7/8 inch of material to stick in past rubber seal. You can always leave a little
extra on & trim off towards the opposite end afterwards. TIP: Using the back side of the Velcro tape strip (paper
backing), this can be used as a more flexible measuring device to get a more accurate measurement. You can
push it backT f 8" past the seal, hold tightly up along lower edge of track, and right up to the opposite corner
towards the T molding before marking crff. Then use a measuring tape to measure where you marked it o-ff.

3)

Apply the Hook portion of the Velcro tape to the lower track.
First wipe down & clean entire lower track with rubbing alcohol
let dry. Start installing the tape about %" in past the bulb seal /
rubber wiper seal & work your way down slowly to the end of the track,-,
(pushing in & attaching close to the upper section of the
lower track. You don't want the Velcro tape wrapping around the
lower track facing the ground.
You can now line up the main Drip Edge to the installed Velcro
starting with pushing in past bulb/ wiper seal (towards the RV),
and working way to the opposite end of the track, towards the
T mclding. Take your time lining it up as you don't want to pull

it off and re-set it the first time. Let this stay on for 72 hours to
allow the adhesive in the Velcro tape to fully bond to the lower
track. Pulling off sooner, could result in the Velcro tape failing.
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Draw a small chart on paper & number the back sides of the Drip Edges (with permanent marker), so you know
what slides & what sides they go to, for making future placements simple. Remember to remove the Drip
Edges before bringing your slides in!! To reffiove Drip Edge, simply start with either side, and pull forward
towards you a little bit at a time, working your way down. lt will separaie/ tear off nicely.
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